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ModCon Has Bos-TON of Fun!
Delegation competes at Harvard Model Congress

Ethan Bachand ‘18
EE Co-News Editor
Last month, the Model
Congress team traveled up to
Boston, Massachusetts for the
country’s premier competition
hosted by Harvard University.
Over the course of a 4 day
weekend, members debated and
proposed legislation on some of
the most pressing issues facing
America today. This was the ﬁrst
time our club participated in this
particular conference, walking
away with six awards overall.
Right from the start, the
competition was like nothing the
club had ever seen before. Even
with its biggest contingency ever
of 26 students, the massive size
of the conference could immediately be seen.
“You could tell as soon as
you walked into the lobby that
this was a big deal. There were
hundreds of kids just walking
around ready to go, yet the competition did not start for another
two hours. It was intimidating
seeing how intense many of the
other schools were.” said junior
Larry Zhang.
However, that would
not deter the Trumbull team. The
mix of veterans and ﬁrst timers
were well prepared for the challenging weekend that was ahead
of them. Only two hours after

Awards from Harvard
Model Congress
Nigel Hayes - Best Delegate in
House Transportation & Infrastructure
Jessica Parillo - Best Delegate in
House Armed Services
Cristina Catana - Honorable
Mention in the West Wing
Kyle Beck - Honorable Mention
in House Oversight & Government Reform
Mimi Marino - Honorable Mention in Senate Energy & Resources

All Photos Courtesy of Katie Boland

arriving at the hotel, the club was
off to the ﬁrst round of committee sessions. Topics ranged from
handling the Flint, Michigan
water crisis to bailing out Brazil
in its time of economic turmoil.
One of the founding
members and board members
of the club,Cristina Catana,
commented on adapting to the
Harvard format in the ﬁrst couple
of days. “There was deﬁnitely a
learning curve to the conference,
even for someone who has done
this many times before. These
were all new people who we have
never competed against before.

But once we got past the ﬁ rst
committee session everyone felt
comfortable.”
The debate would continue all through the weekend,
with a highlight being the crisis
that every committee faced on
Saturday night. In a surprise
EMP attack by North Korea, each
delegate had to think of creative
ways to protect the American
people. Catana would remark this
as “One of the best parts of my
Model Congress career.”
The only order of business left to attend to on Sunday
was the award ceremony, the

most nerve racking part of the
weekend. Surely enough, one by
one students were being called
up for awards. In the ﬁnal tally,
six students would walk away
with awards, four of which were
competing at a Model Congress
conference for their ﬁrst time.
After an extremely successful weekend, the club now looks
forward to Penn Model Congress,
where the team will attempt to
win the best small delegation
award. For now, it will enjoy its
achievements from the last conference, as it was an experience
no one on the trip will ever forget.

Brendan Estacio - Honorable
Mention in House Education &
the Workforce.

Testimonials
Award winner Kyle Beck commented -“At first, it took some time
adapting to the new process, and
with more than double the amount
of delegates in my committee at
Harvard than other conferences,
I had to step up to the plate even
further to stand out … [but] The
experience was very rewarding.”

Saving the World, One Phone at a Time

Christina Yacoub ‘17
EE Co-Opinions Editor
Manya Kidambi ‘18
EE Co-Managing Editor
On March 24, Apple announced its release of the iPhone
7 in a new red color. Interestingly,
Apple is not planning to sell the
iPhone 8 until September. According to Deccan Chronicle, “The red
rear panel is just very bright but
the matte ﬁnish gives it a subtle
effect.”
Under bright, warm light,
it almost glows, with the curved
edges catching the light especially.
The red color is representative of
Apple’s efforts to aid HIV/AIDS
victims.
More specifically, the
proceeds are used to help mothers
and their children. According to
Apple, this will include “programs
that provide counseling, testing,

The red iPhone 7, as portrayed on Apple’s website. Photo courtesy of Apple.

“This will include
programs that provide
counseling, testing,
and medicine that prevents the transmission
of HIV from a mother
to her unborn child.
~Apple

and medicine that prevents the
transmission of HIV from a
mother to her unborn child.”
When the red iPhone is
purchased, Apple makes a donation to the Global Fund. It is also
stated that this Global Fund will
donate 100% of its proceeds to
HIV and AIDS victims.
Without a doubt, Apple
is turning an opportunity to

make money into something that
could potentially help keep those
suffering from these diseases alive.
According to junior
Anjeli Sambasivam, “I would
deﬁnitely buy a red iPhone 7 if it
meant that the purchase would go
towards the Global Fund. It makes
me really glad that Apple is taking
a stand to help those in need!”
In truth, the red iPhone 7

may be brighter and bolder physically, but it truly possesses the key
to unlocking a brighter future.
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BICEN Charges Towards Nationals
Manan Manchanda ‘19
EE Co-News Editor
After a great win at
states, the Trumbull High School
We the People team is moving
on to the national competition.
The Trumbull High
School We the People team has
been around since the 1980s,
and it has gone to the national
competition some 20+ times.
Ms. Boland, the current
instructor of the class, has been
teaching the We the People class
for the past 6 years, and the team
has gone to nationals ever since.
We the People students
are a select 24 from the senior
class taking the AP US Government and Politics class. Student selection involves teacher
recommendation and even an
interview process.
Jacob Fried, a member of the We the People team,
described how the team works.
“The way the competition works
is that we had our state competition in December with about 6
teams from Connecticut. The
class of 24 is divided into 6 units
of 4 that all have a different con-

Haley Lynch ‘17
EE Contributor
Olivia Bonaventura ‘17
EE Contributor
Trumbull High students
created an uproar due to the ban
of the one thing most important
to them, social media. Just a few
weeks ago, Trumbull High seemed
to have banned all social media.
Students are not happy
and have become increasingly
frustrated due to the alleged social
media ban. It seems that Snapchat,
Twitter and Instagram have been
blocked. Many students believe
that this was put into place to
make them less distracted and
more focused in class. Understandably, they are not happy

All Photos Courtesy of Katie Boland.
centration about government and
the Constitution. Each team did a
4 minute prepared speech and then
answered questions for 6 minutes
of follow-up.
4 out of the 6 units from
THS won for their unit, so the
team as a whole won the competition and advances to the national
competition in April in Washington, D.C.
Along with this great
win, students also received their
questions for the national competition recently. Preparation for

the national competition involves
a lot of work, ranging from reading articles to writing speeches to
practicing question and answer
sessions.
Fried describes his units’
question and the preparation process, “We just got our nationals
questions about a week ago, so
right now each unit is researching
the topics of the three questions on
they have to start writing 4 minute
speeches and to gain background
knowledge for follow-up.”
“My unit focuses on the

articles and papers detailing the
topics that our questions are based
on, and proceed to write out the
script for the competition.”
After the team’s 22nd
state championship, the 2017 We
the People team has the opportunity
to travel to Washington, D.C. to
try and bump up Trumbull High
School from past competitions.
We wish the best of luck to thel
We the People team at the National
Competition this April.

Social Media Bandwidth Changes
about it.
“I think everyone here is old
enough to take responsibility of
their own education and if they
can’t pay attention for 45 minutes
without their cell phone and the
school needs to block it , then they
aren’t ready to go to college.” says
senior Sarah Koury.
An almost greater issue
of this ban is due to the fact that
apps such as Spotify and Pandora
do not work. Many students feel
that this impacts their learning and
happiness at school because they
cannot focus and quietly listen to
music when doing classwork and
homework.
“I listen to music to help
me focus and avoid outside distractions. I actually use it to help

me do work and it was taken away
for me. I understand why they’d
ban social media, I mean, it can
be a distraction, but not Spotify.
It actually helps me,” says senior
Eva Stelman. Since music apps
like Spotify aren’t social media,
students like Eva don’t understand
why it would need to be banned.
However, it turns out the so called
“social media ban” is not a ban at
all.
“There has been a lot
of trafﬁc for Google Classroom,
therefore there is priority for apps
like that,” according to Technology Specialist Mrs.Scrofani. The
new technological change is due
to the thousands of devices connected to the wiﬁ, which creates a
backup for users. Therefore, docu-
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historical and philosophical foundations of government so our topics range from Ancient Greek and
Roman political theory, to the inalienable rights of the Declaration
of Independence or the presence
of values in the Constitution that
embody the spirit of a free-market
economy.”
Nick Marchenko (‘17),
also describes the preparation
process. “Right now we are in the
research and script writing stage
of preparation for nationals. Each
day in class, we go online and read

203.452.4555
203.452.4593 (fax)
www.thseagleseye.com

ments on crucial education apps
like Google Classroom, Quizlet
and Turnitin are used ﬁrst before
a social media site.
“This has nothing to do with banning social media, students have
the freedom to use their phone
in their free time, it is solely the
fact that a paper gets sent before
a Snapchat,” said Mrs. Scrofani
Technology specialist.
People are unaware of
the staggering amount of devices
connected to the school WiFi,
therefore speciﬁc actions like this
must be put in place to control the
data trafﬁc.
There will be work done
over the summer to increase the
capacity of the capacity of the
school’s wiﬁ, which

will further help the data issue.
Contrary to popular belief, this is
not a social media ban to detach
students from their phone. It is
merely making school related tasks
online easier and more efﬁcient.

Photo courtesy of AppleSupport.
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THS Music Dept. performs Seussical The Musical

Jessica Parillo ‘18
EE Co-Managing Editor
On Friday, March 17th,
the Trumbull High Theatre
Department brought the world
of Dr. Seuss to life with their
outstanding performance of
Seussical The Musical. After
months of intense rehearsal and
daily practice, the group was
thrilled to ﬁnally take the stage
and showcase their talents for
members of the Trumbull community to enjoy.
Under the direction of
Trumbull High teachers Mrs.
Jessica Spillane and Mrs. Shannon Bolan, students worked to
perfect their performance skills
to uphold their reputation as one

of the top theatre programs in
the state of Connecticut. Other
members of the production staﬀ
included Frank and Abby Root,
who directed choreography for
the dance ensemble, as well as
Jerold Goldstein, who served as
a vocal coach.
The musical combined
the storylines of several popular
children’s novels written by Dr.
Theodor Seuss, such as The Cat
in the Hat, Horton Hears a Who,
and Oh the Thinks You Can
Think. While geared more for a
younger audience, the show was
perfect for families and enjoyed
by people of all ages.
The musical’s
success can be
credited to the
talented cast,
who brought
personality to
the beloved
characters of
Seuss’s stories.
Sophomore
Jacqueline
Mate played an
amazing JoJo
and led the way
with her strong
The cast of Seussical accept applause
vocal ability
and stage presence.
from the audience opening night.
Her performance

Vittorio Colicci ‘18
EE Staﬀ Writer

was perfectly matched by her
co-leading actor and fellow
sophomore Harrison Gilberti,
who played the role of the Cat in
the Hat. His humorous narrations
and quirky impressions drew
much laughter from the audience.
“Being in the cast has
taught me that hard work and
dedication can go a long way,”
says Gilberti. “But after seeing
how incredible the show turned
out to be, I was so glad I pushed
myself during those rehearsals because in the end we had a
phenomenal show.”
These same sentiments
were felt by junior Christopher
Conaway, who showcased his
seemingly eﬀortless acting skills
as Horton the Elephant. As a
transfer from Fairﬁeld Prep,
Conaway was excited to be a
part of his very ﬁrst THS Musical.
“This show has been
a highlight of my ﬁrst year at
THS,” he commented. “I knew I
was getting into a great musical
program, but I never could have
imagined being a part of it. I
learned two major things: truly
connecting with your character
and how much of a family this
program is. Everyone was so

supportive of each
other.”
Other amazing
performances were
given by Tessa Speaks
(Gertrude McFuzz),
Alison Karpowich
(Mayzie LaBird),
Matt Ferri and Helen
Samoskevich (Mr.
and Mrs. Mayor), the
Bird Girls, the Wickersham Brothers, and
the Kangaroos.
The same
amount of work was
going on behind the
scenes as well as
on-stage. Elaborately
colorful sets, costume
designs, and lighting all contributed to
Harrison Gilberti and Jaqueline
the grandeur of the show,
Mate perform on the Seussibringing the Jungle of Nool
cal stage. Photo credit to THS
to life in the auditorium.
Musicals.
Stage Manager Mia
Their hard work has
McKinney, a junior at THS,
certainly paid oﬀ. After two
speaks highly of her experiweekends of successful shows
ences with crew. “My biggest
and praise from critics, the group
take away is the feeling of accomplishment when everything looks forward to attending the
comes together at the end,” she Connecticut Musical Theatre
says. “The feeling that the show Awards at Gala on June 5th. Wish
them luck and congratulations
could not happen without me
calling the lights is very power- again to an outstanding cast. Oh,
the places you’ll go!
ful.”

THS Academic Decathalon Takes Gold

Following unprecedented success in its 2016
season, Trumbull High’s
Academic Decathlon team has
soared to great heights once
again. On Saturday,
February 27th, at
the Connecticut
USAD Championship, it swept the
board, earning a
record-breaking
63 medals and the
title of state champion for a second
consecutive year.
The bar had been
set high, but the
team’s hard work
and perseverance
paid oﬀ.
Learning from
last year’s victory,
team members
quickly got to
work familiarizing
themselves with this year’s
theme, World War II. For the
months leading up to the competition, there was no shortage
in preparation. Lessons held
twice a week prepared team
members for testing, while
comprehensive self-study provided the backbone for knowledge into specialized topics.
When the day ﬁnally arrived,

the team was ready. As junior
Ishan Negi notes, “Going into
the competition this year, we
deﬁnitely had a winning mentality. We came well-prepared and
ready to execute our game plan,
which we did.”

Colicci each won 6, 5, and 6
medals. Senior Alexandra Dima
and junior Daejah Woolery of
the varsity division meanwhile
earned 9 and 10 medals respectively.Now serving as co-president, Woolery has been involved

Photo courtesy of Elizabeth Tomasco
In total, the team
in the club since freshman year.
amassed an impressive 31,561
She describes the team’s impact,
points, surpassing even longstating, “Decathlon has allowed
time Maryland rival Wootton
me to become well rounded in
High School. In the honors divi- so many diﬀerent topics and has
sion, juniors Saloni Shah, Lalith helped me to take the responGannavaram, and Connor Flasibility of leadership into other
herty received 3, 7, and 4 medals parts of my life.”
respectively. For the scholastic
Alternates competing in the
division, juniors Ishan Negi,
competition took advantage of
Lizzy Stankevitz, and Vittorio
the chance to make Trumbull

proud as well. Freshman Sophie
Calandro-Bitjeman earned two
gold medals in interview and
literature, an impressive feat for
her ﬁrst year with Decathlon.
Despite the intensity
of the competition, there was
still time to
socialize with
the other teams.
“Even though
we were competing against
each other,” said
Calandro-Bitjeman, “everyone
could still sit
down and enjoy
themselves.”
Similarly,
junior alternates
Viraj Dongaonkar and Robert
Foley, as well
as sophomore
Claudia Zhang,
each earned 3 medals. Junior
Harshpreet Singh medaled in
economics as well.
These accomplishments have
continued to motivate the team
on its road to nationals, set to
take place in Wisconsin from
April 20-22. Hopefully, all of the
extensive preparation will help to
make it a huge success.

THS Academic
Decathalon
Team
Honors Division

Saloni Shah
Lalith Gannavaram
Connor Flaherty
Shrishti Pithadia (Alternate)
Claudia Zhang (Alternate)

Scholastic Division

Ishan Negi
Elisabeth Stankevitz
Vittorio Colicci
Viraj Dongaonkar (Alternate)
Robert Foley (Alternate)
Harshpreet Singh (Alternate)

Varsity Division

Daejah Woolery
Alexandra Dima
Ethan Fair
Sophie Calandro-Bitjeman
(Alternate)
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Star System Offers Hope for Life
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Vittorio Colicci ‘18
EE Staff Writer

Since the discovery of
the first exoplanet back in 1992,
the search for planets beyond our
solar system has been on.
Large telescopes set
up across and around the globe
comb the sky for any candidates
potentially harboring alien life.
It was using one of these
telescopes that scientists, on February 22, announced the discovery
of a 7-planet star system named
TRAPPIST-1, located about 40
light years away.
This system is special
not only because of its recordbreaking number of worlds, but
also due to the fact that each of
them appear to be rocky, similar
in size and density to our own.
Among the TRAPPIST-1
planets, 3 are even thought to be
located within the star’s habitable
zone, where liquid water could
theoretically exist.
Of course, there are
factors that could stand in the
way of any evolution of life. The
system’s parent star, an ultra-cool
red dwarf, may yield conditions
entirely different from those of our
Sun. Though it has a radius 11%
of that of the Sun, TRAPPIST-1’s

Artist’s rendering of the TRAPPIST-1 system. Photo courtesy of
ESO/N. Bartmann.
Artist’s rendering of the TRAPPIST-1 system. Depicted are the
seven planets and their parent star. [Photo courtesy of ESO/N.
Bartmann]
luminosity (the intensity of the
light it emits) is a mere .05%. Its
planets would need to be in far
closer orbits to receive a sustainable amount of stellar radiation.
Given the nature of red dwarfs, this
poses an issue.
Studies have shown a
tendency for intense radiation
storms, with solar flares spiking
the energy dosage received by
any surrounding planets. Life
would not be able to adapt to such
extreme fluctuations, and atmo-

The lack of a day/night
cycle would cast one hemisphere
in perpetual light and the other in
darkness, causing wild differences
in temperature. If life were to exist,
the most favorable environment
would be within the band that
separates the two, where a more
moderate climate persists.
Ultimately, the true indication of life in the star system
will come with the detection of
bioindicators within its planetary
atmospheres.
In October 2018, the
James Webb Telescope is expected
to be completed. Hopefully, this
will finally shed light on whether
we truly are alone in the universe.

The planets’ distance from their
star could enable liquid water to
exist only on some planets
Photo courtesy of NASA/JPL

spheres would likely be stripped
away by solar wind. Observations
have additionally indicated the
likelihood of tidal locking among
the TRAPPIST-1 planets.
As is present with the
Earth and Moon, tidal locking
occurs when the same side of
an astronomical body constantly
faces whatever it orbits. This is
why we never see the “dark side”
of the Moon.
For planets, however, the implications are more severe.

Samsung Galaxy S8: Super Smartphone!
Manya Kidambi ‘18
EE Co-Managing Editor
On March 29, information about the Samsung Galaxy S8
and S8 Plus was finally revealed
to the public, giving consumers a
myriad of reasons why it may be
the most technologically advanced
smartphone on the planet. The
release date for this new phone
is said to be April 21, so look out
world, here it comes!
At a starting price of
$720, the Samsung Galaxy S8
will be the market’s most expensive smartphone. There are many
reasons why it is priced so high,
however.
Obviously, it is a new
phone, and the initial sales will
generate the most revenue, as customers scramble to see who will
get the first one, and who will be
the first to use it and report back
on it.
Another reason for this
high price is certainly the amount
of storage given to the user. Rather
than starting at 32GB, the S8 will
start at 64GB, allowing more
rooms for photos, videos, music,
and more.
Undoubtedly, the amount
of storage on this phone is a good
reason to purchase it. There is no
reason to worry about exceeding the amount of space in the
phone, and those who purchase it

The Samsung Galaxy S8 is the next phone in Samsung’s lineup. Photo courtesy of CNET.
have enough room to download a
plethora of apps.
A rear - mounted fingerprint sensor is also part of
the phone, and this is certainly
different compared to previous
Samsung phones, where the fingerprint sensor was located on the
front on the home button.
Interestingly, the display
sizes of the phones are 5.8 and 6.2
inches respectively. This is 0.7
inches larger than the S7, which
is beneficial to those who want a
larger screen.
It is important to note
that this phone “is still by far the
most compact 6.2-inch smart-

Features!

~Better camera
~Bixby: new personal
assistant
~Facial recognition
~Rear fingerprint sensor
~Two sizes, S8 and S8
Plus
~No home button
~Longer headphone
jack

phone ever made. Samsung has
achieved this by dramatically
trimming down the top and bottom bezels to create fascias which
are now nearly all display.”
Although this phone is
certainly an amazing buy, there
are definitely aspects to it that may
not necessarily be a good thing.
For one, the phone can
certainly be considered too big by
some, who believe that the current
size of phones such as the iPhone
are favorable.
Furthermore, the resolutions of the phones are 1080p, so
it is not any more impressive than
previous displays. The fact that

the resolution can be increased
may be a positive point, but it
may drain battery life. As always,
battery life is one of the major
concerns of smartphone consumers, because productivity is not
possible without a decent battery
life.
In truth, the Samsung
Galaxy S8 is truly an original
phone that may be considered the
most technologically advanced
smartphone on the planet.
Although there are some
aspects of it that may not necessarily be any different from the S7, it
is evident that this new phone is
something to anticipate.

*Get a haircut
for $9 with a
free beard trim*
Come to TONI&GUY
Barbering Academy with a friend
and receive a free haircut!
99 S Main St, Ste 3, Newtown, CT 06470

(203)-426-8770
Tues-Thurs: 10am-6pm
Fri-Sat: 10am-3pm
http://newtown.toniguy.edu/
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After-School Clubs and Activities ― Hot or Not?
Teresa Cetrangola ‘19
EE Staff Writer

HOT

So, what is the club or
activity that comes out on top?
Studies by Public Agenda suggest that in 2004, sports ranked
number one as the most popular
after-school activity. Out of 100%,
sports ranked 54% of the vote.
Many of the students taking this
survey found this statistic true.
Sophomore Ella Williamson,
when asked what she thought the
most popular after-school activity was, she responded by saying
“Sports, especially soccer and
football!”
Another sophomore,
Jack McCarthy, agreed with Ella
that sports deemed number one.
He even said, “The best afterschool activity is something that I
enjoy, which happens to be sports.
In fact, I even play hockey.”
The Public Agenda also
mentions the spot for number two
on the after-school activity list ―
which happens to be similar to the
student’s response. It was totaled
that, out of 100%, 36% of people
found that artistic, creative clubs

and activities such as music and
theater were also one of the most
popular. Out of 10 students taking
the survey, 7 included an activity
that involved music or theater
that they loved. “I’m a part of the
THeSpian Society, Tri-M, plays,
and musicals, as well as women’s
ensemble.” Says student Michelle
Levine. “The musical is the best
after-school activity!”

NOT

Despite the good things
people say about certain clubs and
activities, there are some that just
aren’t as popular. Writers at Child
Trends did research to see what
exactly were the activities that
didn’t appeal to students as much
as others did.
In 2005, Child Trends
discovered that religion-related
clubs only received 20% of the
vote, while academic related activities, such as math club, reached

only 7%! Other things like scouts,
for instance, barely reached 10%,
while community service received
8% of the vote.
Students found this information agreeable. When asked
on what she thought was the least
popular club a student could attend, Ella Williamson said, “Bible
club, definitely.” She adds, “I
don’t know a single person who’s
in it.”
Two more sophomores,
Nikki Silva and Jack McCarthy,
shared a similar view on academic
clubs. When faced with the same
question on what they think is the
least popular, Nikki said, “Academic Decathlon is probably one
of the least popular clubs.” Jack
agreed with her. Jack also brought
up that he also thought that any
academic club, including math
honors society, was just as equally
unpopular in our school.

“The reason I do after-school clubs is
the social aspect, but also because it is
fun...” - Katherine DiGhello ‘19

WHY

What is it that makes
a good club? What makes a bad
club? What makes students want
to play a sport, rather than join
academic decathlon?
Researchers at Kumon
and Child Trends have a few points
as to why they think people choose
to do a certain club or activity. Both
groups have found that clubs help
with socialization skills as well
as team building skills. “Sports
teams, clubs and activities, like
dancing and music, all require
children to work together toward a

common goal.” Says a researcher
at Kumon. “In addition, extracurricular activities let children to
build relationships and socialize
with peers.”
Sophomore Katherine
DiGhello found this research accurate. She says, “The reason I
do after-school clubs is the social
aspect, but also because it is fun,
it gives me some leisure time and
it’s entertaining.” Much like what
Child Trends and Kumon said,
students often choose what they
do based on interests, and enjoy it
because of the social and teamwork
skills provided.

Students preparing for play rehersal; Photo courtesy of Teresa
Centrangola

A Two-Way Road of Murder: The Detrimental Impact of
Violent Video Games on Young Gamers
Arnav Srivastava ‘19
EE Opinions Editor
“Shooting at those guys
was just so much fun!”
Over the years, the violent video
games industry has established
a virtual world with dystopian
themes where anyone can be a
killer. Unfortunately, many gamers are spending too much time
playing the role of an assassin, and
unforeseen (and somewhat scary)
consequences are becoming present amongst gamers. Nevertheless, the solution is simple: the
playing of violent video games
need to be restricted and monitored amongst the youth.
For one thing, violent
video games have been found to
create more anxiety in all players
after gaming, leading to exhaustion and unpeaceful responses to
everyday activities afterwards.
In a study conducted by Malena
Ivarsson at the Stress Research Institute at Stockholm University in
Sweden, Ivarsson monitored the
reactions of teenage boys playing
a violent video game compared to
those playing a cartoon violencefree video game.
Results showed that
violent video gamers had higher
stress and anxiety levels after
playing, with higher heart rates
and exhaustion which led to poor
sleep quality. Being placed in
high pressure situations here was

proven to physically weaken gamers, turning a violent game of pain
into a two-way sacrifice.
Concurrently, long periods of gaming are also deteriorating gamer’s moral standards, as
Dr. Brockmeyer from the Department of Psychology in the
University of Toledo explains,
“exposure to violent video games
increases the relative risk of desensitization to violence, which
in turn may increase aggression
and decrease prosocial behavior”. In one of the multiple studies cited by Dr. Brockmeyer to
prove her conclusion, a 30-month
experiment was conducted with
adolescents in Germany and their
response to violence after playing

violent video games over time. are being desensitized towards the
As the test progressed over time, inhumanity of killing, as expressed
the participants were reported to by subjects of the German gamers
have strengthening proviolence case study. This may be foreshadattitudes.			 owing a more destructive future,
Meanwhile, these vio- as violent video gamers can apply
lent video gamers self-reported of their perception of violence to
having lower empathy throughout everyday life.
The popular trend and
their daily life as well as higher
physical aggression levels. As addiction of violent video games
explained by Dr. Walsh from is leading to gamers, who mainly
University of Chicago, “repetition are composed of still-learning
increases learning. Video games children, mixing up their prioriinvolve a great deal of repetition. ties. Violent video games are even
If the games are violent, then the more addicting than regular video
effect is a behavioral rehearsal games, as explained by psycholofor violent activity.” Essentially, gists Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and
gamers are practicing to slay all Lennart Nacke, because gamers
enemies the more they play vio- feel extremely empowered since in
lent video games, and over time total control of their environment.

The effect of violent video games displayed amongst
youth; Photo courtesy of yvpc.sph.umich/edu

However, with a strong appeal to
violent video games, children are
spending too much time on their
games and letting important factors
of life be put to waste.
If people follow game
ratings and refrain from buying
age inappropriate content, they will
save themselves from the detrimental impacts of violent video games
such as worse physical and mental
health, and instead work towards
being a part of a successful community.
Violent video games are
no longer just games ― the damaging effects of violent video games
are real and present, and unlike
the virtual video game characters,
man only has one life and not many

Features
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DECA Delivers at State Competition
Morgan Beck ‘18
EE Staﬀ Writer
The THS DECA team
earned top honors at the 65th State
Career Development Conference
at the Aqua Turf on March 13,
2017. Trumbull High had 47
members participate in the competition with over 1,000 students
from Connecticut. The students
competed as individuals or teams
on a wide variety of topics.
In school the class prepared with example role plays,
presenting to other teams who
would give them a mock score
based on rubrics similar to those
used at the actual competition.
“The preparation for the
competition helped my skills in
interaction and presentation, as
well as my knowledge of business, to grow,” commented Saloni
Shah, a Junior currently enrolled
in the THS marketing class. “I
realize the new experiences and
opportunities DECA has left for
me. DECA has created a new path
for me in my future.”

The students learned
how to communicate among their
teams. All participants walked
away with the ability to generate
ideas, and present them in an organized manner.
After arriving at the Aqua
Turf on the day of the competition,
the DECA team was on edge waiting to be given their schedules and
time slots.
Individuals ﬁrst had 10
minutes to prepare their presentations and were then asked to present for an additional 10 minutes in

front of a panel of local business
professionals. The team part of
the competition consisted of 30
minutes of preparation followed
by a 15 minute presentation.
Additionally, team members participated in an earlier exam
before competition day. Performance on the test was calculated
into the overall scores that were
announced at the dinner the evening of the competition. It was
around 3 hours long and very
nerve racking as the categories
were each called one by one and

Photo courtesy of the ACE foundation.

the top 6 were slowly called up
for each of them.
Saloni Shah, who received 3rd place in Professional
Selling; Jorge Wismar, who
received 3rd place in Business
Management and Administration;
Jack Stachura and Sean O’Hagan,
who received 1st place in Hospitality and Tourism; Isabella
Ryder and Elizabeth Wynne, who
received 3rd place in Buying and
Merchandising, all automatically
qualiﬁed to compete in nationals.
“It was a great learning
experience for Jack and I,” says
Senior and First Place winner
Sean O’Hagan. “It was the perfect
opportunity to learn more and
explore my interests. Thanks to
DECA, a career in business is
something I might consider in the
future.”
These winning students
will get the chance to travel to
Anaheim, California to participate in the International Career
Development Conference this
April. competition ever at our
school.

Awards from the State
Career Development
Conference for DECA
Jack Stachura and Sean
O’Hagan, Seniors- 1st place
in Hospitality and Tourism
Saloni Shah, Junior - 3rd
place in Professional Selling
Jorge Wismar, Senior - 3rd
place in Business Management and Administration
Isabella Ryder and Elizabeth
Wynne, Seniors - 3rd place in
Buying and Merchandising
Top 6 Awards:
Jessica Gibbs
Lucas Davis
Courtney Lynch
Jake Yellen
Morgan Beck, Kara Bowen
Alex Greco, Will O’Brien
Diana Horan, Imani Bell
Ian Connolly, Rishabh Reddy

FOCUS On What’s Trending
Kate Ariano‘18
EE Features Editor

Senior year: a time when
your Focus diverts from school
work to trying to Be Cappy. All
the BANT about college is almost over and you are ready to
Bounce(ball) out of herein The
midst of all the chaos of life,
you’re just trying to “Always
Stay Happy”. But not without ﬁrst
purchasing merchandise from one
of the several brands started by
your peers! For the guys at Focus
Outﬁtters especially, their senior
year is about chasing their dreams.
“We have had a vision
for our company since April of

2016, but after weeks of planning
and designing, we couldn’t take
oﬀ. But that dream never died. 6
months later, we got together and
said, we are going to do this Now
or Never- and Focus Outfitters
was born” say Focus Outﬁtters cofounders Nick Marchenko, David
Marchenko, and Chris Lancia.
Now or Never is the ﬁrst
of the team’s three collections,
followed by Focus in Color, Elementary, Focus in Color 2.0, and
Squid Szn. The ‘baby blues’ and
‘bubble gum pinks’ from Focus in
Color made a reappearance in the
2.0 release, in addition to the new
‘ﬁre and ice’ hoodie. This collection as well as the Squid Szn items

and their pastel hues have become
synonymous with the brand as students have showcased the shades
throughout the building.
One of the brand’s many
fans and entrepreneur herself,
Ashley Storino, comments, “They
had an idea and they went after it,
they’re really ambitious guys who
want to actually make something
for themselves and spread their
story. It’s cool how they went from
just joking ideas to actually making
products and ﬁnding ways to sell
them because a lot of people don’t
actually take the next step and they
did.”
The drive that these
guys have has evidently spread to

their peers as well. Neal Keklik’s
BounceBall continues to soar
higher and higher, the BANT boys
keep making their stickers, the
jewelry line “Always Stay Happy”
by Ashley Storino just launched,
and to top it all oﬀ, the proceeds
from the embroidered hats at Be
Cappy by Amelia Crosley support
The Water Project.
As far as the future of
Focus Outfitters go, the guys’
long term goals are getting more
attainable as the popularity of the
brand increases. “To be honest, we
are really trying to have a revolution. Money doesn’t rule in this
situation. We want people from
everywhere believing and becom-

ing apart of our team. We want
something diﬀerent...We want to
have many stores on the beach,
surfer dudes skating with our
strings and enjoying the company
with our loved ones” explains CEO
and co-founder, Nick Marchenko.
Trends can die pretty quickly, but
as far as Focus Outfitters goes,
students can’t take their focus oﬀ
of the brand! The ambitions of the
guys and the goals of the company
are clear, as they explain how it
“...was founded on one simple
principle: chase the vision and do
whatever it takes to turn a dream
into reality.”

All images courtesy of focusoutﬁtters.
com.

“Trends can die pretty
quickly, but as far as
Focus Outﬁtters goes,
students can’t take their
focus oﬀ of the brand!”
~Kate Ariano
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“Spring” into fun activities!

Anjeli Sambasivam ‘18
EE Senior Lifestyle Editor
When people think of spring,
the ﬁrst saying that comes to mind
is, “April showers bring May
ﬂowers.”
Instead of sitting inside on a
windy spring day, grab some of
your friends and have some fun!
Here are some activities for those
sunny spring days.
1. Go on a hike. Walk down a
ﬂower-ﬁlled path as you breathe
in the crisp spring air. Take some
friends and just explore!
2. Take pictures. With the ﬂowers
blooming around you, spring is
the perfect season to take some
pictures.
3. Visit a popular local ice cream
place. It’s never too cold for ice
cream! Head to a local ice cream
shop and try some unique new
ﬂavors.
4. Go biking! Grab your bike and
just ride around the neighborhood.

Step into spring with a myriad of fun activities, ranging from eating ice cream to ziplining!
Photo courtesy of The Odyssey Online.

Strawberry treats for a sweet spring!
Spring is ﬁnally here! This ﬂowerful season makes me think of fresh fruit and vibrant ﬂowers. Spring
is the perfect time to eat some delicious strawberries! These quick and easy recipes are perfect for
anyone with a sweet tooth.
Recipe #1: Strawberry Shortcake
Ingredients:
3 pints fresh strawberries
½ cup white sugar
1 egg
4 teaspoons baking powder
¼ teaspoon salt
⅓ cup shortening
⅔ cup milk
2 tablespoons white sugar
½ cup white sugar
2 cups whipped heavy cream

A decadent recipe for strawberry ice cream to try!
Photo courtesy of Food to Love.

Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F.
2. Slice the strawberries and toss them with ½ cup white sugar.
3. In a medium bowl, combine the ﬂour, 2 tablespoons white sugar, salt, and baking powder.
Cut in the shortening until the mixture is crumbly.
4. Add the beaten egg and milk. Stir until combined.
Pour the batter into an 8 inch round cake pan.
5. Bake for 15 to 20 minutes or until golden brown.
6. Slice partially cooled cake in half, creating 2 layers. Place half of the strawberries in
between the two layers.
7. Spread the whipped cream and remaining strawberries on top.
Recipe #2: Strawberry Ice Cream
Ingredients:
1 package of strawberries
⅔ cup heavy cream
½ cup sugar
Directions:
Slice the strawberries and place in the freezer until frozen.
Using a blender, combine the frozen strawberries and sugar until the strawberries are roughly
chopped.
Slowly pour in the heavy cream until everything is fully combined.
Freeze and serve for up to one week!

With the wind blowing around you
spring is the perfect time to bike.
5. Take a scenic drive. Hop into
your car and drive down a road
surrounded by vibrant and colorful
ﬂowers.
6. Have a picnic. Go to a local
park and have a picnic with
delicious food and your friends
and family.
Visit a local farmer’s’ market.
7. Spring is the perfect time to
eat some juicy fruit. It’s also
the best place to ﬁnd some at a
farmer’s market.
8. Visit a local park. Walk around
a local park with some friends and
explore!
9. Go berry picking! Everyone
loves strawberries, and spring is
the best time to grab some friends
and pick some berries.
10. Visit The Adventure Park.
Swing around in the trees with
exciting zip lines and obstacles
that everyone will enjoy!
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Is Television Going Extinct?

Katie Boback ‘17
EE Sr. Entertainment Editor
Our generation has everything at our ﬁngertips. Contacts,
social media, the internet, and
more recently, our entertainment
have been very readily accessible. With so many sources of
TV shows and movies on the
internet, such as Netﬂix, Hulu,
Amazon, iTunes, and YouTube
Red, just to name a few, it isn’t
hard to believe that television
viewing among teens has been
rapidly declining.
According to the
chronicle.com, teen television
viewer numbers declined twenty
percent from 2011 to 2015. With
these numbers, it seems likely
that TV will soon become extinct
altogether. In fact, even Netﬂix’s
chief executive claims that it will
be dead by 2030.
It’s certainly not the world’s
craving for entertainment that is
suﬀering. Instead, it is the means
by which people now access
their favorite shows, movies,
and channels.
Netﬂix is continuously growing in popularity, especially

Photo Courtesy of LinkedIn.com
According to the LA times, the
among teens. “Watching Netﬂix
number of advertisements during
is just easier. It’s so much more
shows has risen steadily throughpersonalized and also there are
out the years. The average time
no commercials,” said senior
for commercials in one hour of
Ajshe Zulﬁ. “I still like regular
TV, but watching shows online is
television has grown to over
much more convenient with my
ﬁfteen minutes. This means that
schedule,” said Zulﬁ.
one-fourth of what Americans
The life of a teen is much
watch on television consists of
more complicated than it was
various advertisements. On Netﬂix, however, no advertisements
when broadcast television was
interrupt viewers’ favorite shows
introduced to the market, almost
and movies.
a century ago in 1927. Many adAdditionally, not only has
vocates of online streaming insist
demand for traditional cable serthat a change is long overdue.
vices declined, but even movie
Commercials are also a large
theaters have felt the eﬀects of
downside of broadcast television.

the online viewing movement. According to Fortune Magazine, an unfortunate one third of Americans did
not enter a movie theater in 2016.
Online streaming services certainly have a lot to oﬀer. They appeal
to everyone, with various genres of
shows that draw in viewers of all
ages, but they are certainly not a
complete replacement for broadcast
television. Certain companies like
Netﬂix do not currently oﬀer sports
and news programs, but with their
growing popularity this change may
come in the future.
If you’re an avid TV watcher,
don’t panic just yet. Online streaming still has a long way to go before
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the shows broadcasted on television are rendered obsolete. In the
meantime, however, it is hard
to ignore the shifting of preferences to a more direct form of
entertainment. Senior Salena
Hingorani said, “I don’t really
feel sad because companies are
going to ﬁnd a way to incorporate
all of the shows from television
into Netﬂix and other streaming
sites.” Changes like these seem
to be just around the corner, and
with the skyrocketing popularity
of alternative forms of entertainment, the days of the television
might be numbered.

Photo Courtesy of The Sydney Morning Herald

The Hidden Figures Within Us All
Haley Travisano ‘18
EE Staﬀ Writer
“Here at NASA, we all pee
the same color!” said Al Harrison, the lead supervisor in the
John Glenn launch.
The movie, Hidden Figures,
tells the historic story of three
African American women who
changed the face of NASA in
1961 by creating their own
launch, while overcoming racisim and sexism in 127 minutes.
The movie highlights three
women: Katherine G. Johnson
(Taraji P. Henson), Dorothy
Vaughan (Octavia Spencer), and
Mary Jackson (Janelle Monáe),
who all worked in the division
of Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Virginia. Katherine
was the brain of the group and

worked with the calculations of
the John Glenn launch. Dorothy
was the unoﬃcial supervisor of
the African-American women
and, lastly, Mary was an aspiring
engineer.
This movie was based on the
nonﬁction book originally written
by Margot Lee Shetterly in 2016.
“It really opened my eyes and
helped me realize the importance
of women in NASA operations,”
said Maya Barbieri, a junior at
Amity High School. This movie
oﬀered an insight of operations
during the Space race in 1961.
One character, Katherine, was
seemingly the underdog of the
movie and it highlights her rise
to the top. She proves to all of the
white men that she is capable of
doing anything. She also demonstrates that her brain was essential

Freshman Brandon Travisano reading the book that inspired the
movie. Photo courtesy of Haley Travisano.

to the United States.
“I watched this movie with
my little sister and right after it
was over she said ‘I wanna be an
astronaut too!’” said junior Darby
Smith. Katherine’s perseverance
shows all women and young girls
that they can do anything a man

This movie and message is
truly one of a kind. It proves that
America is no longer undeﬁned;
it is uniﬁed and strong. I give this
move 5/5 stars, and it was an in-

spiration to watch. It is something
I would deﬁnitely view again, and
it has taught me that I can be the
change in the world.

Top Movies

#1 - Kong: Skull Island

Photo courtesy of Movieguide.com

can, and to never give up on their
hopes and dreams. Katherine is a
ﬁgurehead that all can look up to.
The actors did a phenomenal
job obtaining and portraying their
roles. The three main women thoroughly portrayed how life was as
an African American woman in the
60’s. The supporting roles of the
white men portrayed the hierarchy
that men were upheld upon.
This movie is purely uplifting
and monumental, “It had me on the
edge of my seat the whole time.
I never knew what was going to
happen!” said Ludlowe senior
Sheli Goldstein.

#2 - Logan

#3 - Get Out
Data courtesy of RottenTomatoes.com. Pictures from teasertrailer.com
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Eagles Balance out the Season at Indoor Nationals

Ishan Negi ‘18
EE Co-Sports Editor
Friday, March 10 marked the
19th annual occasion of the New
Balance Indoor Nationals. This
competition of utmost prestige
calls the nation’s best track and
ﬁeld athletes from more than 40
states to perform for a chance at
national glory.
For Trumbull High School
runners representing their hometown, however, this was just
another demonstration of their superior talents. Among the Eagles’
crowd were runners, Tyler Gleen,
Colin McLevy, Tyler Rubush, Nigel Hayes, and Kate Romanchick.
When asked about the
SMR team’s performance, junior
Tyler Rubush said, “Everyone in
the relay ran the exact splits we
were looking for, and everything
really came together. It was just a
great thing that happened to the
four of us.”
Rubush then went on to remark, “This is my second time at
nationals so I knew what it was
going to be like, and I was expecting other teams from other heats to
run fast times. This meet always
reminds me of of the talent of kids
across the U.S. in high school,
which is always a good thing.”
This year’s star studded squad
featured students participating in
multiple events, from the aforementioned Sprint Medley Relay
to the 800 Meters, to the 2 Mile.
Although junior Latrell Margraﬀ

THS Girls Lacrosse
Schedule
4/4 Home vs Wilton
4/7 Away vs Stamford
4/13 Home vs Fairﬁeld Warde
4/15 Away vs Danbury
4/18 Away vs Westhill
4/20 Away vs Greenwich
4/22 Away vs Cheshire
4/29 Home vs Staples
5/2 Away vs Darien
5/6 Home vs New Canaan
5/9 Home Vs St Joseph
5/12 Away vs Lauralton Hall
5/16 Home vs Ridgeﬁeld
5/17 Away vs Norwalk
5/23 Home vs Southington

THS Boys Outdoor
Track
4/5 Away vs Wilton
4/18 Away vs Ridgeﬁeld
4/25 Away vs Staples, Danbury
5/1 Home vs Stamford,
Greenwich
5/8 Home vs St. Joseph
5/15 Home vs Central, Harding, Bassick

Pictured from left to right: Tyler Rubush, Nigel Hayes, Kate Romanchick, Tyler Gleen, Colin McLevy.
Picture courtesy of Kate Romanchick.
could not participate with the rest
of his team in the SMR, senior
Tyler Gleen opted to take on the
challenge of two events. The latter
ultimately outperformed the rest
of the competition, earning a 2nd
place ﬁnish in the relay and a 21st
place ﬁnish in the championship of
the 800 meter.
Fellow sports-editor Kate
Romanchick proved to be one
of the fastest in her heats after
earning a 5th place ﬁnish in her
2 Mile championship event with
an outstanding time of 10:54:87,
a personal record, too!

When asked about her performance, Kate stated, “I was able to
compete with some of the top girls
in the country in the race I love.
Talking to them before, competing
with them, and celebrating with
them after reminded me, as every
race does, why I keep running.
This race only made me want to
work harder. I want to make this an
amazing outdoor season.”
These individuals now look
to continue their domination in
the outdoor track season which is
right around the corner.

5/31 CIAC Class LL Championship
6/5 CIAC Open Championship
6/10 New England Championship
6/13 CIAC Decathlon
Champ
6/14 CIAC Decathlon/Hammer/Steeplechase Championship

Eagles Dominate the Hardwood
Ishan Negi ‘18
EE Co-Sports Editor
Ranked number one in the
state. It’s only that the team has
a star player, right? Actually, the
Eagles relied on an entire lineup
of impressive scorers which have
a great chemistry, instead of just
one player in particular. Claudia
Tucci may be a name prominent
in headlines, but her teammates
Taylor Brown, Aisling Maguire,
Julie Keckler were also actively
recognized for their selﬂessness
in the game, which has led to an
undefeated season record.
When asked about some of
the causes for their success this
season, junior shooting guard
Kristen Pagliaro said, “We’re really focusing on playing as a team
this year, We had good talent last
year but I think the diﬀerence is
how well we share the ball.”
She went on to reflect on
their work ethic, saying “We work
really hard every day at practice,
always trying to improve. We are
constantly setting new goals for
ourselves and pushing each other
to get better. No matter what team
we play, we know we have to go
out and play the way we can.”
Along with Ridgeﬁeld, the

Top Left: Picture courtesy of Gregory Vasil., Top Right: Picture courtesy of fciac.net.
Bottom Left: Picture courtesy of Peter Vander Veer. Bottom Right: Picture courtesy of gametimect.com
Eagles were the favorites to win
the title. The margin in the ranks
were not great, but the girls continued to distance themselves
from the rest of the league with
their feats of persistence. Playing
against Wilton, Trumbull was able
to pull away by seven points in the
ﬁnal minutes of the game, showing
their brilliance in the most crucial
moments.

Senior captain Taylor Brown
stated “It was a really good win
because both teams played really
hard. Wilton played really well but
it all came down to our defense and
slowing things down and getting
good shots on offense. To keep
moving forward we have to keep
playing like a team and working
hard every day.”
The girl’s “run to the sun”

brought them all the way to the
Class LL Final against New London at Mohegan Sun. Although
they suffered a heartbreaking
42-36 loss, the Eagles kept their
heads up high in regard to their
amazing season record: 26-2 and
LL State Championship RunnerUp! Congratulations to all the team
members and a big thank you to all
of the seniors for their hard work!
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Katelynn Romanchick‘17
EE Co-Sports Editor

LACROSSE

Captains: (W) Sophia Hopwood, Kate Burns, Emily Tinnesz
(M) Danny Hoffman, Spencer Biebel, Jake Liebowitz, Alec Neubauer
FIRST GAMES: 4/4 Home vs Wilton (Girls)
4/1 Home vs Shelton (Boys)

TENNIS

Captains: (W) Kiki Yalamanchili, Vanessa Woods, Emily Fox, Isha Dalal
(M) Nick Marchenko, Anush Sureshbabu, Anubhav Dhar
FIRST MATCHES: 4/3 Away vs Ridgefield (Girls)
4/3 Home vs Ridgefield (Boys)

GOLF

Captains: (W) Carly Netting, Alexa Brown
(M) Tyler Knight, Alek Mierzejewski, Matt Disisto
FIRST GAMES: 4/4 Away vs Fairfield Warde (Girls)
4/5 Home vs Ridgefield (Boys)

OUTDOOR TRACK & FIELD

Captains: (W) Sara Carlson, Gessica Scaccia, Kate Romanchick, Nicole Baker, Kate D’Amato
(M) Tyler Gleen, Charlie Taubl, Thang Dao, Jake Capello, Colin McLevy
FIRST MEETS: 4/3 Home vs Wilton (Girls)
4/4 Away vs Wilton (Boys)

MEN’S
VOLLEYBALL
Captains: Dan Folchick, Matt Yellen
FIRST GAME: 4/3 Home vs Darien

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL

Captains: (W) Taylor Brown, Lea Thompson, Briana Giacobbe, Erica Fluskey
(M) Danny Ruchalski, Dustin Siqueira, Vinny DeRubeis
FIRST GAMES: 4/1 Home vs Bristol Central (Softball)
4/1 Home vs Masuk (Baseball)

Photo by Alev yoRulmAz (‘18)

A friend asks you about your favorite class

you’re featured in academics
The flash bursts on the dance floor

Pictured on the Cotillion page
Found the perfect senior quote

Forever attached to your picture
Picked your friend up late after school

She met a page deadline
Already planning what to write in your best
friend’s yearbook

Say what you mean to them

Memories mean so much.
Hold onto them.

Order yOur 2017 yearbOOk
Reserve your copy of Trillium 2017 now!
We have 250 extra copies.
Place your order by April 15th by visiting
yearbookordercenter.com
or by calling 866-287-3096.
After April 15th the order center closes and any remaining
copies cannot be purchased until June.
At that point it is first come, first served.
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